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DOCUSERIES
CRIM E

OPERATION POLICE

30 x 45’ 2013, 2014, 2017

« Operation Police » dives headfirst into the depths of
the biggest police operations of the last twenty years.
The secrets behind these operations are revealed
through the eyes of the very same investigators who
participated in them, decided on strategies and who,
day after day, followed the trail of these criminals to
gradually tighten the grip of justice on them.
PRODUCER: Sovimage
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Canal D
LICENSED TO: RMC Découverte

https://vimeo.com/235017956
Password: Operation

SPIES AMONG US

8 x 30’ 2017

« Spies Among Us » delves into the fascinating world of
espionage, on Canadian soil with international ramifications. Each episode unveils a true story, as told by those
closely involved. Unknown to the public, these captivating
stories have, each in their own way, influenced the course
of history.
PRODUCER: Amalga
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Historia

https://vimeo.com/275136022
Password: Spies

FATAL ENCOUNTER

20 x 45’ (2015, 2016)

This series covers a large variety of criminal activities such
as arson, kidnapping of children, blackmailing, death
threat, domestic violence, sexual abuse, sex trafficking,
murder and so on. The stories told are particularly unusual
because the victim and the aggressor know each other and
have a trust relationship; there is a close link between them.
PRODUCER: Amalga
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Canal D

https://vimeo.com/262975408
Password: Fatal

CULTURAL AND SOCIAL

SEXPLORA

22 x 22’ 2016, 2018

« Sexplora » is the mating of science and adventure, for
a serious talk about that three letter world that turns us
all on: sex. It is a docuseries talking about orgasm,
masturbation, vulva, getish, libido and penis. We entice scientists of both genders to try and better understand where our basic instincts stem from. Our curious
host, Lili, compares scientific evidence and live experiments, then gets, sometimes surprising, feedback through
encounters in the field.
PRODUCER: Urbania
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Explora
LICENSED TO: Polsat Café, Elle Girl TV, Sky Italia

https://vimeo.com/217183910
Password: Sexplora
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CULTURAL AND SOCIAL

ESCORTS

MOTORCYCLE

MOTOS CAFE RACERS

13 x 22’ 2016

A look at the very secret world of escorts through the
extraordinary stories of the men and women who offer
pleasure, comfort and intimacy, and who often find
themselves confronted with unique, unusual and sometimes disturbing requests.
PRODUCER: Amalga
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Z Télé

10 x 22’ 2016

A unique change to witness the creation and the spectacular before-and-after transformation of bikes.
PRODUCER: Urbania
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Historia
LICENSED TO: RMC Découverte

https://vimeo.com/267285712

https://vimeo.com/261156753
Password: Escorts

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE

TREASURE HUNTERS

27 x 22’ 2015-2017

This series takes us into the depths of the St. Lawrence
River to find treasures that have been lying at the bottom
for decades or even hundreds of years. The diving team
tracks down ships that haunt the river’s abysse and
brings their secrets back to life. This series takes viewers
on a tour about wars, pirates, treasure and archeology.
It’s a risky venture, but discoveries unveil the history of
this mighty river.

OUISURF

13 x 45’ 2013

This documentary tells the rich stories behind the waves
of young adventurer-hosts, who take you around the
world to experience the sport, but also the lifestyle that
is surfing!
PRODUCER: Urbania

https://vimeo.com/217182346
Password: Ouisurf

PRODUCER: Urbania
COMMISSIONING BROADCASTER: Historia
LICENSED TO: RMC Découverte

https://vimeo.com/217180526
Password: Treasure
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